“There is No Satan, No Hell,
and No People Born Bad”
I believe after 25,000 hrs of study and research, that WE
should teach more about Creation and nature, along with
philosophy and science, at a early age.
Western man starts his voyage of life thinking, he/she is bad,
a sinner and always going to hell with Satan. There is NO
Satan. There is no hell. These are for all serious realists a
level of evil conciousness. Our children are not born into a
world of sin. No more than a new born fawn, calf, bird etc.
etc. We all have the knowledge of knowing right from wrong. In
the Eastern cultures, primarily the Buddhist, teach their
young that they are good boys/girls.
The orthodox churches take hold of one’s spirit and give it
fright and scare. The conformist and orthodoxy are nothing
more than a industrialized money making venture. Now our new
president wants to give our tax dollars to the same groups.
Somewhere, somehow America must change. This earth will
probably be here for a very long time. When we think on terms
of eternity, infinity and the finite, let us teach the truth
about nature and clean up this planet, and the young minds. We
continue to tell our youth of how bad they are, they believe
this. No, this gives them the license to murder, child molest,
rape and a total criminal behavior. What would one expect, but
our terrible bad society. Every generation this grows worse.
I’m not sure why you sent us this recent message except
perhaps as a mild rebuke of our Christian Theistic worldview.
Let me just point out that setting yourself up as an authority
by stating the number of hours you have studied this subject
and simply stating your position as categorically true with no
attempt at argument or persuasion conforms to the standard

practice of propaganda and not rational discourse.
If you want to challenge something specific on our site,
please write us stating what you disagree with and why and we
will respond as best we can. I’m afraid your e-mail as it
stands accomplishes little more than an opportunity for you to
state your opinions to no one in particular. Therefore, there
is no reason to specifically respond to any of your
speculations.
Respectfully,
Ray Bohlin, Ph.D.
Probe Ministries

